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Mathematics'is a key area in the ech/cational curriculum.

Mathematical competence is a neCessity for persons who w.ish to function '

effectively in our increasingly tedhnological society. Mathematics has

been identified as fulfilling a gatekeeping or filtering function

because of its'importance in many careers (Sells, 1973; Burton,,1979).

Sex differences in mathdMatical experiences both in and out of school,

math anxiety and sex role stereoVping of mathematics as a male domain

, -

have frequently been cited as factors in math:avoidance for women

(Vennena and Sheprman, 1977). Fax (197-6) pointed out that,

Although anxiety about MatheMatics may not in every
case be a direct result of sexrole socialization
Conflicts, it is likely that the sextyping of
mathematids as a male domain by parents, teachers
and peers resurts in the acceptance of math anxiety .

in,females as inevitable or irrelevent to their,
development. (p. 45) g.k

,..Ulath anxiety can begin as early as the elementary school years...

bonady, Kogeiman and Tobias (1476) fOund evidence of this phenomenon in..

women's reports during counseling sessions. Teachers' attitudes, ,
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classrbom activities, and sex role stereotyping in materials have a41

served to reinforce'atthe perception of matheMatics as a male domain

(Brophy & Good, 1970; FenneMa, 1980). The need ror teachers who are

free
V
of math anxiety and therefore able to help their students to enjoy

*
and to continue to study mathematics has been pOinted out (Donady and

Tobias, 1977). In order to foster students' mathematics skill develop-

4,
ment and positive attitudes, teachers need to peiceive mathematics as

equally important and useiwul Cor botli girls and boys (Skypek, 1980).
4

Teacher Education and Mathematics (TE01), a two-year proj.ect,

funded by WtEA was designed to senitize prospective elementary school

a

teacherS to the importance of mathematics for all students by,developing,

a model program and instructionalTiateriais. These materials were

designed to reduce teacher education students' mathematidi anxiety; to,

increase their perceptron (A, mathematics as a female domain and to

develop their skills in identifyilagtsex gias in Mathematics curriculum

.1

materials and teacher-pupil interactron in the clabsroom. (Within a'

,.teacher education program they can be used most advantageously before

students take their course in mathematics curriculum and methods.). This

paper.deals with the formative evaluation strategies,used during the

TEAM project.

TEAM Program and Materials

Tnstructional strategies were designed by Dr. Claire Newman,

Mathematics Educator and by the author, With the collaboration of the

TEAM staff,Aboth to roster positive .attitudes toward math and'to develop

- mathematical knowledge and skills through integrated cognitive and

affective learning experiences. The inverse relationship, between math
,

..
..

anNiety and, math Icnowledge-sreFOlird in the literature (Aiken,'1970 and...
,



1976; Richardson and Suinn, 197.2 and 1973) provided the rationale for

therprogram's stress on mathematical competence as well' as confideiice.
P

,Four.mathematics modules were developed, each of which consists of
4

-nn Instructor's Text, Student Materials, Exercises, Solutions and Guide
%

to Student Exercises, and Student Summary and Review. The Instructor's
1

Text provides directkon on what an instructor may do, suggests how

instruction may be carried out and prOVideslcommentary which includes

explanations, instructional otions, attitudinal interventibns and

organizational ideas. The mathematics Mbdules titles are: PaOterns,

AAroximation and Estimation, Metric MeasureMent and Choice and Chance.

; !

4odu1es designed to deal with students' attitudes'consist,Of an

Instructor's Text and Student Materials. DemystiTying *athematics deals

with the individua 11' s own math experkences, math myths which can serve

as learning barriers, and math in daily life uses. Sex Role

Stereotyping in Mathematics Education provides experiencei iu identify

ing.sex bias in curriculum materials and classroom practices. Women,

Mathematics and Careers Provides opportunities for students to consider

the role pf mathematiOn careers and to devise experiences for cthil

dren to alert them to mathematics"role in careers. Women as

MathematIcians introduces and describes women who have made significant

contributions to mathematics.

An Instructor's Handbook outlinelthe structure and purposes of the

Lnstructional material. It includes: User's Guide, Introduction (to

the problem of mathematics attitudes), Purposes and Strategies, Learning

Environment, Attitudinal Interventions dnd'Bibliographies.

TEAR.materials were used first at Queens College in two sections of
%

a mathematics course (N = 44) during one semester of the first year. In

4
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the second year, some or all of the modules were used in courses in five

settings. The fall classes wdre labelled TEAM II (N = 34) and the

sking class TEAM III (N = 29).

Formative Evaluation Plan

kt

Since TEAM was essentially asprogram ana materials development

project, it was necessaYy that the formative evaluation design assess

the degtee to which the. products were, or were showing promise of;

.sprving the project's goals. The formative evalua,tion focused on:

-documenting the uses of materials at each stage of theiv development,

assessing students' responses to the materials', collecting judgments of

materias from a panel of experts, and collecting reattions and sug-

gestions from instructors who used the materials.

General Procedures

AY

The evaluation/cevision process was viewed as an 4hteractive one,
1

with evaluation staff interacting with peogram staff to clarify major

points bf' emphasis in student objectives and teaching actiVities, Tnd

revising thelpvaluhrion data collection instruments to reflect these

goals. ,Elenor Rubin Denker, who served as TEAM's Evaluation Associate

provided feedback quickly to the staff on all data collected so thaeTt-

,couldbeconsidered, 4nplanning sub equent instructional sessions.

Instruments

Data gathering procedures were devised to serve speciftc projeCt,

needs. Tn the first year of the project; dUl-ing'the initial materials

development, a Rating Scale for Modules was devised which was used by

consultants in their appraisal of the draft modules. This 13 item scale

included ratings on the materials' usefulness, appropriatenes for,

teacher ,education students, clarity, comprehensiveness, length, etc.
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Ratings were mode on a 5-point scale, ranging from "highly satisfactory"

to "needs major revision.A Thes, ratings provided the basis for re

visions and a second draft of the sample modules.

A Background Questionnaire which dealt with student's high school,

and college mathematics course history; pgrceptions of family attitudes

toward mathematics, ratings of mathematics achievement, attributions of

.selected mathematics course grades and purreht feelings about stsudying

1
mathematics was devised and piloted during the first Semester Of the

project, and used in the second semester. Student responses-to,this
eV

questionnaire provided a profile' of thetteacher education students and

finally of TEAMseudents which the instructors used in developing plans-
.

for specific learning experiences and class sessions.

During the second half of the first year, when the first group of

studonts were eni-olled in the TEAM coUrse, an Initial Structured,

Interview was devised which cOntained-a wide range of items of concern

to the project, i.e. students' current feelings about mathematics, their1
mathematics learning flistory and details of any difficulties they had

encountered and Old had helped them with their difficulty, their'petcep

tion of their family's ipterest in mathematics study, their (41ticipation

of their feelings about studying mathematics currently and what they

expected and wanted to get from the TEAM program. These interview data

helped the staff to understand students' ,needs and starting points in

the program. Until these data were available, specific ne'eds of the

TEAM students were unclear so/projections and plans could-lie made only

on the basis of the staff's xpen.ences with former students.

An End of Semester Que tionnaire, using a critical incident ap'

proach, asked what the besi and worst things about the TEAM course were

4
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, and askea students to identify factors to whiltSey woun aeliribute a
. \

good Ind a pooT mats grade. An End of Semester l'terview dealt taith
,

4-- .

each student's description4of her currenrmath attitudes, current rating
-.

..

\
of math anxiety, changes (if any) in attitudes tower math, reactions to

- -

math6,atica1 gituations andany changes noted in the y a student
'.

notilced math in daily life, reanalysis bf personal math\history to share

any nevx understand4ngs- developed about dnfluences on attitudes, per-
1

ceptions of tweachers' influence op girls' mathematical-self-confidence,

feelings about the/way females ,are porrrayed in math texts, anticipated

feelingp about te.nching math, feelings about being in.an experimental
-0

; course, and,recommendations for the TEAM ,cburse. While these data

fulfilled the function of assessing the effects of the program and

materials ,on the first group of students they served to provide.-eeed-
.

,,Ilack to the staff abotit which areas were satisfactory and which needed

modi.fica,tron.

A lll_ting Scale for Class Sessions was developed and revised to

provide ratings of, math content (i.e. interesting, useful, new to you,

' understandable, erightening, shard) and ratings of the genel.ar atmosphere

of the class (i.e. helpful, reassuring and enjoyable). Students'

comments were algo requested in the form. This scale Was used at the

end of the orientation sessicon and after classes 3, 6, and 12.

A

During the second year or field trial,.sage ? two questionnaires

were developed in parallel form and used as'a pre- and post-semester.

Y
instrument to replace the intexviews and qüestibnnaires used to the"

first year. Since the materials were now to be used by teams other than

the developers in settings in which the cost benefits bf activities, were
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important for the new users, it was impoTtant to provide procedures 4at
.

woul.d be useful and 'not exceesively.costly in faculty time and effort.

The rating scale for classes which had been used in the first year

Ams maintained as the instrument to gather students' responses to their

class experience.-

Another data source in year two were Logs 41 which students were

asked to write a reaCtion each weekAlThichemphasized their feeling's

about math. They were free to write about anything they wanted to

discuss or needed to.expres's. Student Logs were also kept during the\

TEAM III classes. Instructors stressed the nonevaluatiye nature of

these Logs, that is they were not to be considered in assigning a,

student'sgrade for the course.

!L-ilnstructors' reactions to the materials were 'solight through post

session interviews by the person who was the assigned observer or by a
1;,

staTf member. These interviews included assessments of the materials

used as well: as suggestion.s for modificationi.
.

Observations

During the first year dr.development stage, observational data were

collected in class sessions by at least two observers. In general, we
\\

avOided tile problem of inter-observer reliability by assigning one

observer o a task. In some sessions thRre were observers, each with a

specific tas ' All of these',data were being gathered for the.purpose of

-revising the mateirials before the field trials.
4

Participation data we're tabulated, i.*e. number ofstudent speakers

tallied during half-hour intervals, throughout the clalses. These,data

were.gathered because the goal of the project Was to creatp conditions

8
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in which studenes would actively 'participate. Verbal statements were

used as an indtcator of active-1)articipation.

Indications of anxiety were recorded 1y one observer who noted

behavior such as rgigg.q,ng, restlessness, whispering, glancing aroend

etc. and rated the degree of anxiety on a 4point scale. 'Recognizing

thatthesemayalsobesignsofisnattentionduetofactorsother than

anxiety, we deCided taa continue to gather these inditators andPto note

the content or topics periodically to see if these behaviors varied in

relation to content.

A Log of each class session noted changes from the proposed math

,

instrutiona1 sequence, times,$stutints' questions,,or areascof con2

fusion, additional explanattons provided, additional illustrations used,

etc. Statemelds- specifically.directed'to studeRts' attitudes, and the

behavior or j.ncidents that lead 'to them were noted along with the nature

of the discuion that followed. During the second yezkr of the proj.ect,

this observation plan was reduced and simplified,. One person kept allog

of the flow 9,f each session and notedtheotopic, activity and class

itruciure and anxiety at 10 Or 20 binute intervals.,

. ,

Findings andt6servations

e

. N

While the'Rating Scale for 'modules yielded some useful data in that-
,

the degree to which a module waS satisfactory on the specified,criteria
gb,

1

was indicaoed, the most useful information came in the comments.and

suegestions for modification. DIscussions with consuj.tants provided the

richest source of information on module modification. The gating Scale.

and its criterilt were useful, perhaps, in diretting consultants' atten

yon to features cansiderel important by the-deyelopers.
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Interview and Questionnaire:data proved useful in,describing the

nature of the student group. In general, TEAM students were college

juniors who had not tAen mathem.atics courses since high school,. who

reported negative feelings and eperiences about mathematics and who

wanted to increase their achievement and Confidence in.working.with

mathematics; The students whobwere recruited for the classes were the

,:ones the project had inter-;Q to serve. The variation fonnd in age and

ethnicity in the TEAM student group was considered desirable, since it4

had been the project's intent to develop materials that would be useful

in diverse groups.

Iii general, the End of Semester uestionnaire and Interview.data

provided a picture,Of gains towa,r.d the project goal e.g. 61% of the

group rated themselves as less math anxious, 78% indicated,that their

4

general attitudes toward math had changed and were highly positive (30%)
-

or somewhat Tositiye (45%), 931 indicated awareness of sex stereotyping

in curriculum materials, etc. Student's responses alerted th staff to

the-,4artous,ways in which stpdents were conceptualieing.alid fmmarizing
. ;

their,expteriences. tome people (39%) dealt with confidence hi their

ability to learn math, while Others .(21%) described the classroom

0

atmosphere as supportive, and still others (16%) focused on their nath

achievement. Problem areas were'identified through the variations in
4,

_t

students' erceplions 'of the difficillty ofthe math content trom ope

module to another, and in the appropriateness of the math content'foe

some indivjduals. These reactions werepnsidered in preparing the -

?revisions of the modules'for the second year. ,

. .
,

. s
The observation da.ta de225 with the content and flow of the.

/

sessions proved. particularly. useful in module revision. Using these

1
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data, sone module sections were varied to provide more illuserative
0

. materials while others were reducea; more exercise materials that

,Ato

\ J

involved simpler applications of concepts wiere'ineluded, etc.

Participat4on data showed .that an average of 75% of the students

spoke at least.once during eac class session.

The observat.ions of anxiety indicators turned.up a particularly

. intriguing set ofhehaviors. Preening was noted during.a highly anxious

time when preparation for a quiz was being discussed. At that time,

students were observed taking out hair brushes, nail files, lipstick

etc. and grooming themselves during the discussion. It.would almost

seem as if some of the women in the cl-a-s-S wore seeking reassurance that

they would be occeptable in tbe face of the threateffed loss Of

selfL-est,eem posed by the quiz:

Both more frequent and longer studentS' ratings of,the class

sessions _had been planned than actually occurred. :initially, eacli

,session was to have been rated, witn a longer rating scale, ,but the

, staff gettled for having each module rated,with the revised, simplified

scale descrited above. Students were willing to provide the ratils but

.they communicated in subtle,ways that they were more interested in doing

the class activities than in rating them. And too, the pressure on the

kk
emluation staff. to handle the quantity of- data was a consideration in

reducing the number of ratin6. Ratings showed generally that sttidents

Jound the,s-essions satisfactory and found the general atmbspbd're sup-

,portive. The comments which students offered provided useful data tor
. .

.
.

. 1 ,,

Spcifit modifications ehat touig, be considered by the.staff. Knowing
r

. .

the groups' avenoges in ratings provided a eramewoyk Within which such -

,1 , .A.
^ 6 f '

k , 4
.S

. i " individual suggestions copld l'pe considerdtl. .
1 .....

.

k

6



During the second year, Logs proviced a steady flow of information

'on studenW fe.P.44ngs and,reactions. ,This device proved'esrecially

useful as feedback for the class itself. tfor example, the tendency

lich the Logs revealed for students to explain their successes on

quizzes as a functibn.of the,quiz's being easy rather than of their

mastery of the materials was described to the class, An interesting

discussion of the factors to which the students attributed their, suC-

cesses and failures followed. 'The Logs also gave the staff prompt

.

reedback on the students' reactions to classes, assignments, mathe--
. .

. . . r,

matical St,tuatidns and incidents, etc. Areas that needed staff atten-
7

tion as well as the degree to which students were!facing and dealing

with their anx%eties was evident in their statements.

Issues and 4:uggesttons_ _ ..
The complexity of4telling the story of a case, of the descriptie

narrative, has been detailed b'y Smith (1978). Trying to catch the

essence of what was transpiring in the classes was our goal. One of the

advantages of the design we used was the inclusion of groups over three

semesters. This moved us beyond some of the limitations of the
4

Hone-shot case study" ana i reated problems in our knowing whether the
r

changes in groups' responsiveness were a function of the improvements

.made,in the materials and programs or ok the.differences between the

groups.

Among .the issues that became apparent during the use of the forma- .
. 4,

tie evaluation str, 'gies described above was the heavy reliance of our

data on obwver scriptiohs and participant and consultant ratings.

These ratings werse limited by the factors or criteria that had been

identified for focus and ehe nature of the scales constructed for use!
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While the crituria sencred and items constructed were refated Idgioally

,

to the prejtcx's objectives ahd included factors nsua-lly cohAiderd

evaluating turriCuluM materials, some_uncertainty remaips about the .

validity of the ratings. It should be noted,)owever,'that while we-
..

4

were in'the midst of the,process, we tencled,to look upon our ratings and

observationaLIBita as real" indicators of the phenomena under

onsideration. "Project prels," described by Smith (1977) was clearly a'

factor in making early decisions-about the foci of the various

observations and rating scales. Our limited iesources,gave rise to,

caution about committing heavily to .a.p ethnographic model. We

compromised and selected variables tGit seethed promising.

The presence of numbers of obgervers in the class sessions presents

particular problems. TensionS were engendered.in some of the partici
Ao

panits despite detailed explanations that the purposes of th WservVon

were to assess the materials and the instructor's procedures. While

many of the students were able to forget, br,ignord thetobserver

presence; others were not able to do so; they felt that:they were in

some way being studied or watched. It seems reasonable to concJude that
0111.

a-class is changed in some ways by the presence of an observation team. 0

.1
This issue has particular sallence since the airrent increase of

ethnograPhic classroom studieS has brought and will continue-to bring

observers into classeS. It may be that the ptychologicarnature of some

of the classes' content lead to students' increased teactivity to the.

obserilers! presence, and that the brief, intense nature of the project

didn't permit for a kind of adaptation to the observers as "just pari'of

the scene" fOr some people.
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Participant attrition in TEAM was minimal. One factor-which may

have contributed to this was the stildents' having volunteerea to partic-

ipate. Having the program carried oue in a class for which students

were earning credits probably contributed to tbeir cOMMitment and served

to maintain the group intact. Attrition is a facto.i, of considerable

_consequence in experimental programs which have tess structure.

The effects on students Of frequent requestS for feedback and

4
. evaluative reactions are unknown. It seems plausible that these re-

quests increased students! self-corisciousness. ,In some sense they

became both the subjects and objects of study. 'While some students

responded very well to this and seemed to grow in their ability.to
4

identify and express their feelings, ethers did not do so. For example,

- on Log entries, some students took a "Dear Diary" approach and were able

to sense and describe what was happening to them. Others, in contrast,

described tbe rea'lities or external features of situations rather than

their feelings, or reactions. The Logs apilear to yield uleful data, as

well as to provide an interesting growth experience for some people.

S.ome students seemed amenable to providing descriptions and ratings

while others were much more i'nterested in spending their time in

activities.
r1/4'

The extent to which profesgftnals can be expected to implement a

p"rogram and uselmaterials devel4ed by others ..in the recommended manner

seems to depend upon many factors. The assumption underlying the

establishment of field trials for materials is that they will be used in

the ways in which the developers intended. It seems more reasonable to

assume that strict adherence to a prescribed set of materials and

procedures is not necessarily demandedrather that instructors can
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. interact with the materials and use them effectively witb a,heightened

sensitivity and awareness 'of students' needs.. Dufing the'TEAM trials,

instructors operated with .the spirit along with many of the specifits of

the program, that.is they were modeling an approach whiscb we want the

students to take when they become teachers. It is also of interest to

hote that the levels of Oe of an innovation (Ball et al., 1975) place

efinementi, "thecuser varies Ole uSe of, the innovation to incre se the
..

impact ot), clients within the immediate sphere-of ihflu nce" at a higher

point than routine use, ". . . few if any changes are being made in

ongoing use" (p. 54). This emphasizes the value of materials being

used to serve effectively-th6 needs of particular students.
, .

In ,summary, the TFAM formative evaluation design had as its pur-

poses the'documentation t each stage of materials' development,

the assessment of stu nt responses to the materials, the collection of

judgmental resiTonses from external experts and the colle44:01'. f re-

actions and suggestions from instructors who used the m'atiials. Issues

raised by these strategies were identified.

s *431..*

4
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